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ABSTRACT

Throughout history, literature has always played a key role in forming societies’ cultural heritage. Children’s literature, in specific, is highly important since it helps the young readers to develop love and passion for reading which will eventually improve their emotional intelligence and creativity. It also nurtures significant social skills that enable the readers to have more positive attitudes about their lives. Nevertheless, children’s literature can turn into a tool to control children and brainwash them. Studying Iraqi children’s short stories during the 1980s shows how children are enculturated and treated as rich soil to sow the seeds of violence. In this paper, a selected number of short stories that were written during Iran-Iraq war are studied. It examines how these texts are engaged in literature of propaganda. It also focuses on the tools that are used to convey certain ideologies. The normalization, historicization, and mythologization of war are proved to be highly influential methods. Propagandistic and militaristic subjects and illustrations are also employed to convey implied ideological messages. The soldiers’ suffering is hidden while their death is celebrated. Instead of portraying the ferocity of war to remind young readers of its inhumane side, violence is encouraged, and the idea of peace is trivialized and rejected.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

Iraqi children’s literature during the 1980s aimed at producing a particular kind of texts that contained implied ideological perspectives through glorifying Iraq-Iran war. Children, at that time, were constantly exposed to stories celebrating battlefields and martyrhood. The political and ideological constitutions in Saddam Hussein’s regime influenced children from a young age and shaped their childhood. There were some systematic campaigns that tried to achieve the subjectification of children by the governing systems, media, and children’s literature. The governing regime intentionally involved children in the war by presenting them with special texts which not only glorify war, but also justify it. The paper examines a selected number of short stories that were published during the 1980s. The analyzed stories focus on the tools that are used to present war in a glorified and celebrated way. Writers primarily used the normalization of war method, in order to make it closer to children’s everyday life. In addition to this, they also used historicized war stories to have a more profound impact on children. This has been achieved by praising violence and using propagandistic and militaristic subjects and illustrations. The soldiers’ suffering is hidden while their death is celebrated. Instead of portraying the ferocity of war to remind young readers of its inhumane side, violence is encouraged, and the idea of peace is trivialized and rejected.

War in children’s literature has always been a controversial issue for critics and readers alike. The themes of war and peace are present in such texts as part of the process to attract the children. As they communicate the idea of peace, stories also shed the light on how conflict is part of life. Elizabeth Goodenough (2000) in her article ‘Violence in children’s literature: Introduction’ states that stories sooth young readers in trauma by gently leading them to use their imagination to mediate, repair, and preside over the invention of novel meanings in a new modern world. Such stories also teach them how to deal with conflicts. Although happy endings are considered part of the plot in children’s literature, this tradition started to change during 1960s. Modern writers, through realistic fiction,
tend to address many topics that tackle tough issues in which happy endings are not a must. Despite severe criticism, such texts continued even when they are rejected in the 21st century. Some critics consider this type of literature motivating and encouraging to violence, while others perceive it as emphasizing the importance of peace and bringing it under spotlight (Salwi 1998). Giblin (1995) suggests that peace should not be portrayed as suddenly won, but a process of understanding the reasons and the factors of war. The end of the war should not be depicted as ‘the happy ever after’, because this is nothing but trivializing the atrocious reality of war. As a result, dealing with war as a frequent topic in children’s literature has witnessed considerable development. While it was about the conflict between good and evil, it comes to be simply a matter of presenting it without any glorification.

Ideology can be defined as a system of beliefs which a society usually shares and uses to present a sounder understanding of the world and which consequently inherited in the texts produced by that society. Exploring the ideological implications, the way in which the child reader is constructed by the text he/she reads, is a keyword in this paper. Through this, one can fully comprehend how these texts played a significant role in not only shaping the children’s future mentally, but also influencing generations.

The construction of young readers remains a significant issue in literary criticism. In 1984, Jacquline Rose researched this essential point in relation to children’s fiction. Her argument lies in the fact that there are some elements like textual devices, characterization, and assumptions of value position that may be so critical in constructing children, both as characters and readers. Children are simply regarded as beings with a privileged perception, unattained by culture. Reading these texts raises a key question if there is any ideology behind them.

In general, critics agree that ideologies exist in texts produced for children. The social assumptions about gender, race, and class started to influence the production and reception of the children’s literature (McClum and Stephens 2010, p.360). Among the first studies conducted on this was Bob Dixon’s ‘Catching them young’ in which ideas, attitudes, and opinions that authors tend to convey in their works are examined (1977). John Stephens (1992) also states that ‘Ideaology is formulated in and by language, meanings within language are socially determined, and narratives are constructed out of language. These texts typically have two functions. The first presents a social function to define and preserve the community’s values. This function assumes that the authors and implied readers share a common understanding value. The second focuses on the cognitive function which usually supplies a meaningful set of the social attitudes and relationships which construct narrative plots (McClum and Stephens 2010, p.360).

Prevailing ideologies depend on the consequences of social practices based on them being acceptable or not. For example, both racism and antiracism represent an ideology. Therefore, ideologies can be seen as a tool to establish or maintain social dominance, as well as to organize an opposition. The impossibility of ideology can be applied to all texts. Critics believe that books which seem to be ideology-free, in fact, are not. These books are merely closer to the reader’s unconscious assumptions which make identifying them a difficult task. It usually requires a very careful reading of the texts’ language and narrative discourse. In order to be able to distinguish any implied ideological structures in text, it is highly recommended to carefully analyze it linguistically and semantically, since ideology is embedded into linguistic and visual semiotic systems. These systems include sentence syntax, lexical selection, topicalization or implicitness, and conversational dynamics. It is significant to mention that ideology exists in all three constituent of a literary work: the discourse, story, and significance. By discourse, it means the linguistic structure. The story refers to characters and the actions they involve in. Finally, the significance deals with the organization of social attitudes and values (ibid).

In order to understand the influence of such texts on children, it is highly recommended to distinguish the key concepts of subject positions that are implied in them. Andrea Schwenke Wyile (1999, p.195) distinguishes three types of narration in children’s literature which expressively show the subject position concept. She argues that if the time of the narration is close to or in coincidence with events narrated, and the narrator is a focalizer, readers usually identify with the narrator-protagonist. Therefore, readers will align with the subject position and the social attitudes, presented by the protagonist. This first category is called immediate-engaging first-person narration. The second type is an immediate-engaging third-person narration which is considered heavily character focalized and leaves the same influence on readers as the first one. The third one is distant-engaging narration which, as Wyile concludes, is not prevalent in children’s literature. Interestingly, texts may include one or all three types which add a lot to the concept of subject position.

Using war as a theme in children’s literature is highly controversial. Some critics assume that war is not a suitable theme for children’s literature since it is
considered crossing the boundaries of literature. The main argument is that it ignores one of the most important concepts of children’s literature which is hope (Fox and Hunt, 2004, p.500). Hope is crushed under the heaviness of death as a recurrent motif in war stories. Since these two cannot coincide, it is very difficult to coexist. When literature cannot empower children, then its main function is idle. Eric Kimmel, who is one of those critics who highly reject the idea of including war in children’s books, wonders whether mass murder is a subject for a children’s novel (Harrison 1987, p.70).

Equally, other critics believe that children should not be over-protected. Instead, they should be offered realistic stories. Edward Ardizzone avers, "I think we are inclined, in a child’s reading, to shelter him too much from the harder facts of life. Sorrow, failure, poverty, and possibly even death, if handled poetically, can surely all be introduced without hurt…If no hint of the hard world comes into these books, I am not sure that we are playing fair " (1980, p. 293). Barbara Harrison, a prominent writer about the Jewish Holocaust, also states that 'war is an ever-present reality of vast numbers of children; we who can choose to keep our children ignorant are a minority" (1987, p.87). Literature can arouse compassion. Therefore, children learn from such stories how to empathize with others. Reading about the suffering of people during war can be a message about the atrocities of war. Consequently, they will be educated about peace as an essential concept in humans’ life. Masha Rudman, in her book 'Children’s Literature', states that the use of war as a theme in literature is mainly about how people behave with each other and how communities are moving forward and built in times of peace, while they are completely destroyed in times of war. She also suggests certain criteria in order to write about war in children’s literature, such as the cause of war should be described simplistically, battles should not be glorified, there should be a clear distinction between including facts and opinions, the realities of war are not supposed to be trivialized, peace should not be depicted as easily and suddenly won, and finally, it is important to mention that the end of war does not indicate the end of problems (1995, pp369-71).

2. IRAQI CHILDREN’S SHORT STORIES DURING 1980s

The 1980s witnessed the longest conventional war in the 20th century; the Iran-Iraq war. Its beginning is controversial since Iran claims that Iraq invaded the western borders on the 22nd of September 1980, while Iraq considered it a reply to Iran’s shelling some border posts on the 4th of September 1980. The war lasted for 8 years, ending by 1988 cease-fire. The number of causalities ranges from 1,000,000 to twice that number. It is estimated that at least 500,000 were killed on both sides (Augustyn 2020).

Iraqi children’s literature during the 1980s seemed to be inseparable from the war itself. War had become normalized through being a current theme in children’s stories, fueling young readers’ imaginations with constant militaristic motifs. Part of the process of propaganda is mythologizing war. The Iraqi regime, at that time, followed a systemized process in order to involve all sectors in building the war myth. Children’s literature was not an exception. Dr. Shafiq Mahdi, a well-known Iraqi author who was the secretary editor of Majalty and Almizmar, confirms that writers working in Children’s Culture House were obliged to include stories with war and militaristic themes. As a result, children’s magazines and books were filled with plots and illustrations glorifying the war (T. Kheirbek 2020, personal communication, 2 November). The real reasons behind the war were never discussed, and its hideous face was hidden. There were constant attempts to present war as a test for citizens’ love of their country.

Every war has its own form of propaganda. It has been intentionally used in Iraqi children’s short stories as an effective tool to convey rather misleading messages. Since the war was unjustified, people (including children) needed to be convinced about its necessity. The information industry served a lot to celebrate patriotic indoctrination. It was a process of numbing public opinion through the normalization of war. The political propaganda depicted the enemy in a demonized way which led to glorify the idea of self-sacrifice for nationalistic reasons. Therefore, patriotism was lavishly praised and death was trivialized. The main aim was to feed the minds of generations of children with lies about the noble cause of war.

The mobilization for war was performed on various levels and took several aspects. Children’s literature was not an exception. Writers, under the pressure of the Iraqi regime at that time, established a systematic process of involving children in war. Through literature, they were calling for celebrating a national identity through describing heroic actions (of the past and the present), exalting the role of the army in defending the country, and emphasizing the notions of sacrifice and heroism. These concepts can be easily tracked in most of the short stories that were written during the war. Part of the mobilization to the war was to identify children with soldiers by reinforcing the national ideology. Consequently, writers tended to create stereotypes of war characters who instantly became role models.

Childhood and the language of children’s literature were highly exploited at that time since children were regarded as seeds that will bear any ideological concepts...
they read. Therefore, the propagandists formed it in a way to convey their ideological messages to young readers who will instinctively accept. Children were also seen as individuals who were constantly in need of political nurturing. As a result, heavy use of politically charged texts was common during Iran-Iraq war. The aim was to powerfully build a public mentality that not only accepts war but also justifies it.

Majalaty (My Magazine), is considered one of the oldest children’s magazines, starting in 1969 until now. For decades, it offered a broad range of stories and poems that formed the memory of generations. Undoubtedly, the subjects presented differed according to the political circumstances that the country witnessed. During the 1970s, Iraq saw flourishing in all sectors of life. Therefore, the key topics presented in Majalaty were adequately reflecting this economic and social development. In September 1980, the magazine initiated a new era, in which war stories were prevalent. The first two issues after the beginning of the war are the best examples to the Iraqi regime’s attempts to convince people, including children, of war as a fair case.

Majalaty provided children with various kinds of stories that depicted war in a strikingly realistic way where violence was praised in every line. Characters, plot, setting, and illustration served as the media to glorify war. The amount of violence found in the magazine’s war issues shaped the personality of thousands of children for years. The magazine focused on two significant factors: first, militarizing its content from the cover to the last page, by presenting death as a noble goal and killing the enemy is a synonym of heroism, secondly, normalizing war by presenting it as inseparable from people’s everyday life. It is important to mention that in the first years of war the number of war stories was higher than in later years.

The 22nd of September 1980 issue’s cover page illustrates a soldier smiling and looking far, while two frowning children sitting on his shoulders. A big sun painted in the background with the slogan ‘victory is ours’ on the right side. Happiness is usually related to childhood. When the illustrator chooses to illustrate the children frowning instead of smiling, it sends a message to children, telling them to be prepared for this war. Facial expressions show anger that is supposed to be directed towards the enemy. In this way, young readers will understand that all sections of society of all ages are engaged and ready to fight in this conflict. It is not adults’ war only, but children’s too. The slogan shows a contradiction with the illustration since victory is supposed to make people happy, not angry.

The first story in this issue is Abdullah Shah Rauf’s Little Juha. The stories of Juha exist in every issue, however, in this issue; it changed its topics to be more pro-war and adopted militaristic language. Juha is presented wearing a military uniform and telling the readers about his soldier brother. The first sentence is "My elder brother arrived at night, wearing his military uniform and carrying his machine gun" (Rauf 1980, p.1; my transaltion). This sentence initiates years of glorifying war stories in Iraqi children’s literature.

The Little Fighter, written by Saeed Farhan, is another story, featuring an angry boy with challenging facial expressions (Farhan1980, p.2; my translation). He presents himself as 'Asaad' (lion) whose father is a soldier, raining the enemies with bullets. He tells the readers that he has decided to join his father on the battlefield by volunteering in the People’s Army. When he is rejected because of his young age, he insists that he is old enough to attack a tank. Then, he is advised to help his friends in the traffic. The story ends with him standing in the street cheering the soldiers who are back from the battlefield. The desire to act like adults is encouraged in this story. Instead of living their age, children are presented as being anxious to be older in order to fight the country’s enemy. This desire is praised and rewarded at the end of the story. This story also celebrates the idea of joining the People’s Army.

Founded in 1970, this army was meant to give the Baath Party an active role in the towns and villages. However, during the 1980s, it undertook a new task by supporting the regular army at war. During the early years of war, its most significant role was to secure buildings in the cities, with the constant absence of the regular army. By 1987 Iraq's total armed forces reached over a million and a half, in which the People’s army numbered 650,000. The backup that this army presented made it essential for the government to encourage ordinary people to join in (Boo et al., 2020).

Grandpa Tales, written by Abdullah Shah Rauf, is a popular story that usually presents social themes (Rauf 2020; my translation). The narrator is ‘Grandpa’ who is recognized of his white beard and a kind smile. The tales have a long history in Majalaty, since they are found in most of the issues. However, since the beginning of the war, its main focus was glorifying war. In September 1980s issue, the tale presents war as the main theme by using historical figures. Grandpa informs the readers that he told his grandchildren about Saad bin Abi Waqas, a notable Muslim leader who is known for his commandship in the Battle of Al-Qadisiyyah and in the conquest of Persia in 636. Here, there is a comparison between Saad and Saddam Hussein as famous leaders who led wars against the Persians. Iran-Iraq war was later called ‘ Qadisyat Saddam’. The writer is deriving parallels between both wars to achieve the same victory. Grandpa tells his grandchildren.

Yes, The Arabic Iraq led by ‘Saddam Hussein’ has won against the assaulted Persians. We proudly have the right to call our battle ‘Qadisiya Saddam’,
since it rejuvenated the glories of Al-Qadisiyyah...

Let this victory and all the efforts that made it be blessed (Rauf 1980; my translation)

The narrator here affirms that Iraq is going to win the war by simply relating it to another war that was hundreds of years ago. The parallel was drawn based on weak similarities, like the Arabic leader who is fighting against the Persians. Another key point is the constant attempts to present it as a war between the Arabs and the Persians, not between Iraqis and Iranians. This fuels the sectarian spirit and hides the fundamental reasons for the conflict. It even misleads young readers by deceiving them that the first war based on similar reasons. Saad Bin Abi Waqqas did not represent Arabs but Muslims. The Muslims at the time belonged to different ethnic groups. During Iran-Iraq war, all Iraqis were forced to fight, regardless of their religion, ethnicity, or race. It is important to mention that Iraq is a multi-ethnic-religious country. Eventually, all citizens were victims of this war. This story is an example of the attempts to historicize the texts by including historical figures and reflecting present values.

The second issue of Majalty which published on the 13th of October 1980, after the beginning of war intensified the war themes and was more direct in relating it to the President Saddam Hussein. The cover page features his picture smiling gently and being carried by many children as if walking in a demonstration. The Iraqi and Palestinian flags are seen in the background with a 'Long live the president-long live the army-long live the nation' sign. The first story in this issue is For the Sake of the Leader (2020; my translation). It starts with Little Juha on the roof of his house, eagerly watching the enemy’s fighting planes smashed by the Iraqi’s mortar bombs. He disobeys his father and stays out. The father tells Juha that he puts the life of an Iraqi citizen in danger which means that he disobeys the president who advised all the Iraqis not to do so. Little Juha finally agrees not out of fear, but for the sake of the president and all Iraqis. The story shows the fearless hero who enjoys watching ‘the enemy’s airplanes being bombed and torn into pieces’ (Rauf 1980, p.1). It instructs children not only to be violent but also to celebrate violence. Although it is mentioned that people should not be in danger, violence was constantly encouraged. Plus, relating this to the president is nothing but an implied lesson to teach the children to be obedient to one person; Saddam Hussein. The safety of people was the last thing the Iraqi regime thought of at that time. People were in danger for years and claiming the opposite was a mere lie.

Another story in the same issue is Sharif Alrass’s What Wadhah Said in His Notebook of Happiness (Al-Rass 2020; my translation). Wadhah is the main character who wants to write a book about the victory of the Iraqis in war. He decides to collect the pictures that express the happiness of victory. The first picture shows a girl and a boy with Palestine’s flag behind them. The story intentionally relates the war to the case of Palestine quoting from the president ‘Hold the flag of our great ancestors high... The sun said to us you are free Arabs who deserve the greatest victory’ (Al-Rass 1980, p.3; my translation). Another picture shows an Arabic old man from Al-Mohamara. It is mentioned that Al-Mohamara is an Arabic city that was abducted for sixty years until Saddam Hussein returned it back from the Persians. The picture of Saad bin Abi Waqqas is also included since he is the leader who won Al-Qadisyat battle against the Persians 1400 years ago. Wadhah asks the readers "Don’t you think that Qadisyat Saddam reminds us of Qadisyat Saad bin Abi Waqqas in which we defeated the Persians?" (Al-Rass 1980, p.5; my translation). This story presents a considerable number of ideas First, the case of Palestine has been used constantly whenever Iraq is at war. There was an attempt to portray this image in which Iraq fights on behalf of all Arab countries, giving the conflict a nationalistic orientation. Secondly, the Iraqi regime at that time worked systematically to convince people that the Iraqis were fighting for the sake of Saddam Hussein, not Iraq. He is the president and the father of all Iraqis. Thirdly, in order to justify the war, the regime used many Muslim leaders who fought against the Persians like Saad bin Abi Waqqas as an attempt to historicize the war. Finally, it claims that Iraqis have already won the war, while the fact is, they needed to wait for eight years to end it.

Children’s Culture House, the main governmental publisher in Iraq, published a series of stories and poems about the war during the 1980s. Among the most famous collections of stories is Asad Albar, written by Abdul Ilah Rauf. The book includes seven short stories about Iran-Iraq war. The Pole Star tells the story of two lost soldiers who find themselves behind the enemy border (Rauf 2020; my translation). They decide to go south with the help of the pole star when suddenly find Iranian soldiers. The Iraqis succeed in ambushing and catching them all. Ironically, the story shows the Iranian as naive and easily deceived. They are described as ‘the racist Persians’ who immediately surrender without any resistance. Taking them as war prisoners is a victory. Stories about war prisoners try to hide the inhumane treatment these hostages get.

Saady The Sailor, another story written by abdulilah Rauf, represents the concept of self-sacrifice which was highly celebrated at that time. Saady saves other sailors when his boat is bombed and the sea hugs the remains of his body lovingly’ (Rauf 1981, p.22; my translation). The story encourages children to follow this great soldier who is considered to be a role model in defending his land and protecting the lives of others.
This contributes to the idea of the honorable death that every citizen should seek. However, violent expressions are used explicitly like ‘his body is scattered into pieces’ (ibid).

The fourth tale is about ‘Kheiry’, the brave soldier who spends more than ten hours fighting without showing any signs of tiresome. Finally, he is attacked by a sniper, but another soldier saves him by taking the bullet instead. Kheiry, when he sees what happened, shouts loudly and hugs the body of his friend. His shouts mix with other soldiers’ shouts, shouting president Saddam Hussein. They are celebrating winning back Al-Mohamara city from the Persians (Rauf 1981, p.23). Using this implicit discourse is highly ideological. Representing these men as the soldiers of the president is a way to personalize the conflict. The whole country was represented by one man. Therefore, it misrepresents the struggle since the soldiers fight for Saddam Hussein, not for the sake of defending their country.

Abuljabbar Nasser. As told to Andrea Wyile’s categorization, the stories in which Zeidan (the protagonist) and the other soldiers climb the mountain in West KaiIan to face the enemy (Hussein 1984; my translation). He shows great bravery as a sniper to take over an observatory. Zeidan gets promotion which makes him very happy. In the story, it is mentioned that the president grants Zeidan the first promotion for attacking an Iranian military airplane. The second one is for targeting enemy soldiers and take over their place. One of the illustrations shows Zeidan shooting and killing three Iranian soldiers. The illustrations or pictures in the story show the implicit messages the text tries to convey. Iranian soldiers are featured as frightened bearded men who are trying to run away while Iraqi soldiers are illustrated as young handsome men with shaved beards and elegant military uniforms. The image of an Iraqi soldier heading his rifle towards an Iranian soldier and with the bullet penetrating his body not only seems to encourage violence but celebrates it.

Another story in this book is The Three Officers (Hussein1984; my translation). The setting is in Al-Mohammara or Khormshaher, the famous Ahwazian city. Three officers succeed in resisting the attack of twenty Iranian soldiers using three hand grenades. They are able to kill some and take the rest as war prisoners. The battle in Al-Mohammara is considered one of the fiercest in Iran-Iraq war. It was important for the Iraqi regime to prove that they were moving forward. This story was written when the Iraqis were struggling to capture the city. It witnessed ferocious battles, ending with the Iranians recapturing it in May 1982. The description of the incidents is so realistic that it takes the readers immediately to the battlefield. The illustrations show two Iranian soldiers bombed with the hand grenades and the others taken as war prisoners by the victorious Iraqi soldiers. Despite the Iranians’ military superiority in the story, the Iraqi soldiers miraculously succeed in saving themselves and defeat the Iranians. A Suitable Rifle for Little Waleed! written by Abdulrazaq Al-Mutaliby) shows how parents are expected to encourage their children to be in the military (Translated by me 1986). Waleed sees his father searching for his weapon, which he hid earlier in an old box. His father discovers what Waleed did and smiles. He is proud of his son who hid the rifle to use it in the future when he becomes a soldier like his father. The father leaves his rifle with his son and his wife and goes out fast. When he returns, he brings a fake machine gun. He feels very happy and thanks his father for this precious gift. His father promises him that he is going to have his real rifle when he is older (Al-Mutaliby 1986, pp. 6-7). Children tend to identify with characters in the stories. Seeing Waleed happy with his new weapon encourages them to do the same. Carrying and using weapons is presented as an act of bravery and heroism which negatively influence their understanding of these concepts.

According to Andrea Wyile’s categorization, the stories written and published during Iran-Iraq war show
the first and the second types immediate-engaging first-person narration and immediate-engaging third-person narration (1999, p.195). The time of the narration is in coincidence with the events happening at that time. Therefore, young readers are attracted to the subjects since it reflects the public mood. In addition to that, the stories are heavily character focused.

Ideological messages can be easily detected in the stories written for children during the 1980s. Being loyal to the governing regime is a priority. Therefore, propagandists focus on presenting texts that encourage children to demonstrate their love to their country by blindly following the governing regime. The stories are full of military terminology and militaristic pictures which invade the pages of children’s books and feature the battles realistically. A comprehensive description of army units, weaponry, and equipment are always provided, and the beautiful military uniform is always praised. The stories mainly give an image of the Iraqi martial ideology. Lessons in duty and service are implied in these stories to indicate that the army consists of citizen-soldiers. The men who serve in the army have been selected from all walks of life which signify that the army represents a nation, and the nation represents an army. These lessons exist in almost all the literature written at that time, encouraging young readers to commit to the duties laid upon them by sharing in the tasks, and self-sacrificing when they become adults.

The Propagandistic discourse highly exists in these texts. Proclaiming the Iraqi army’s superiority is one of the essential characteristics of these texts. These stories tend to present a unique sympathetic relationship between young readers and the army. They additionally include a positive image of military life. The aim is to encourage children to identify with the soldiers fighting in endless battles and consequently prepare them to be part of the military body in the future. They also nourish children's minds with politicized and militarized themes, plots, and characters.

3. CONCLUSIONS

During the 1980s, writers presented war as an appealing adventure and a noble cause in which all people should participate. The implicit slogan that they convey is to kill or to be killed. Through depicting battlefields realistically young readers are provided an early entry into the adult world. This distracted children from the violence and destruction war brought to their lives. Consequently, the war was normalized. In these powerful and many-layered texts and illustrations, the hidden messages exist to encourage children to be copies of thousands of soldiers who joined a war that was nothing but a pit of death.

Iraqi children’s literature was politicized and militarized during the 1980s. It worked on conveying ideological messages that celebrated the positive side of the governing system and their choice of war, as well as magnifying the negative image of the enemy. It was significant to plant the seed of allegiance to the state in the young souls while presenting war as a natural reaction to any threats. Peace was hardly presented as an option. The whole nation is in a state of war, rearguard is hand in hand with the vanguard. Children and adults are part of this war. Young readers should have been reminded that war destroys not only nations but also kills childhood’s innocence instead of flooding the libraries with jingoistic texts.
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